SINGLE VALVE BOX

- **Valve Box**: Christy Type G5 Box (Typ.), or approved equal. Each cover shall be cast with the label "WATER".
- **Concrete Base**: Class A Concrete.
- **Riser**: Shall be one piece 8" Purple PVC Min. DR-26 pipe (Typ.) in non-paved area.
- **Inside**: Shall be painted purple (Pantone S12).
- **Min. Pavement**: 3".

DOUBLE VALVE BOX

- **Valve Box**: Christy Type G4 Box or approved equal. Each cover shall be cast with the label "RECYCLED".
- **Concrete Base**: Class A Concrete.
- **Dirt**: Shall be flush with new valve box in non-paved area.
- **Min. Pavement**: 3".